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Description

Drilling Machine Vice 

Description:- 

Leveraging on our foresightedness and excellent managerial qualities, we are instrumental in
manufacturing and exporting Drilling Machine Vice.  

Find usage in diverse industries, these machine vices are suitable for clamping and drilling
operations.  

The offered range of machine vice is manufactured by our experts as per industrial standards using
sophisticated techniques. 

Along with this, Drilling Machine Vice is suitably checked on different characteristics to maintain its
authenticity. 

Feature:- 

Heavy Duty Drill Vice. 

Size: 3", 4", 6". 

No lifting of the sliding jaw. 
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Continuous Screw giving powerful grip to work. 

Moving jaw is plain & fixed is provided with one vertical & one horizontal 90‚° V- grooves. 

 

Construction:- 

Closed grained C.I. body. 

Finish:- 

Hammer tone metallic blue. 

Enameled opaline green. 

Drill Machine Vice. 

Size: 3", 4", 5", 6", 8". 

These Vices have all the features as said above except its Unique Design and specifications like
ample depth of jaws. 

Slide Face is Machined, hence can be used upside down (Vertically). 
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